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Release Notes for Patch Release#2883

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.6.2-rev41
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.6.2-rev31
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #2862.
42256 Extending contact details removes some fieldsWhen using ”show all fields” while editing a contact, certain fields like optional, suffix and secondfirstname were not shown anymore. This has been solved.
42096 Creators can be determined in private appointmentsIn a unrelated person creates a appointment which conflicts with a ”private” appointment, the cre-ator of the private appointment has been exposed at the conflict dialog. This has been solved bynot providing creator information in such cases. Note that this means it’s not possible to identifyanymore who could unblock a certain timeslot.
42092 Switching to plain-text mode changes HTML signatureIn case a users has a HTML signature that uses HTML paragraph parts, typically imported viacopy&paste, the signature representation changes when switching from HTML to plain-text mode.Those paragraphs where considered as whitespaces, which has been corrected.
42038 Translation fixes for mobile searchWhen using search on smartphone devices running iOS, some buttons and the app switcher useda fallback to english. This has been solved.
41904 French translation fixes for calendar recurrence patternFrench translation for the daily/weekly/... recurrence patterns at recurring appointments have beenfixed to represent the correct french term.
41903 Missing translation for distribution listsWhen using autocomplete to search for mail recipients, the description text of distribution list wasnot properly translated. This has been solved by applying translation calls at this place.
41901 French translation fixes for mail priorityWhen choosing normal mail priority at mail, the french translation has been ”normal” instead of”normale”. This has been solved by applying proper translation.
41662 French translation fixes for contact detailsWhen using french translation, the term ”Fax” has been used instead of ”Telecopie”. This has beensolved by applying the correct translation.
41627 Copyright and trademark characters get transformed to emojisCertain special characters like copyright or trademark signs are converted to a emoji graphic if OXhas been configured to support emojis, the emoji has been entered as HTML entities and usersswitch from plain text to HTML. This prevents text styles from being active for the specific sign. Thishas been solved by keeping the text representation instead of forcing emoji. Certain browsers likeChrome however may still apply a graphical representation by their own.
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38484 Invalid sort results for contact search resultsWhen searching for a substring of a contact name and search results for multiple folders are re-turned, the sort order at UI may be incorrect. This has been solved by processing the sort orderafter getting results from all folders.
41788 Some sieve rules missingContent and date were not available for mail filter options.This has been fixed, now both options are available again.
41800 E-Mail address cut-off in mail composeWhen using the alternative mail compose and typing a long mail address, the resulting text is cut.This has been caused by incorrect calculation of the input boxe size and solved by fixing the relatedbootstrap library. Note that this has been solved for Firefox but not for Edge yet since that fix ismore invasive.
42048 Mail compose dialog does not show up accordingly on mobile devicesUser saw parts or elements that should be either hidden or at least follow the mobile pattern whencomposing new mails.This was fixed and this elements now stays hidden.

3 Tests
The Open-Xchange QA team has successfully verified all bug fixes that could be reproduced withina lab environment.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
42256, 42096, 42092, 42038, 41904, 41903, 41901, 41662, 41627, 38484, 41788, 41800, 42048,
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